
Great rates.  
And we back it up.

Now there is no need to shop around for your next cruise vacation.

With our Best Price Guarantee on cruises, there’s no need to shop around for your next 
cruise vacation. If you find a lower price for the same cruise (same ship, itinerary, sailing date, 
occupancy, deck, and cabin category), we’ll match it. Guaranteed! 

How it works 
If you see a lower price for your cruise either before you book or within 24 hours of booking 
with Interval, call Interval Travel® at 800.965.0029. We’ll review the details, and once approved, 
we’ll match the lower price. 



Terms & Conditions 

In the unlikely event that you find a lower rate for the same cruise booking on a U.S. based website accessible to the general public just prior 

to or within 24 hours of booking (same ship, itinerary, sailing date, occupancy, deck, and cabin category) your cruise with Worldwide Vacation & 

Travel, Inc. dba Interval Travel (“Interval Travel”), you will pay the lower rate for your cruise under Interval Travel’s Best Price Guarantee on Cruises 

program (“Best Price Guarantee”). 

If the lower rate (“Comparison Rate”) is provided when booking your cruise, Interval will match the Comparison Rate. If the Comparison Rate is 

provided within 24 hours of booking with Interval, Interval will discount your balance to match that rate, or Interval will refund the difference if you 

have already paid in full. 

For a Best Price Guarantee claim to be valid, it must satisfy all of the terms and conditions herein (the “Terms and Conditions”) and be submitted 

in compliance with the claims processing procedures set forth below. Refunds for valid claims will be made as indicated below.

1. Membership. You must be a member in good standing of Interval International, Inc. (“Interval”) per the current Terms and Conditions of 

Individual Membership and Exchange at the time the cruise is purchased and the claim is filed. You must also be a resident of and have your 

mailing address in the United States, Canada, Mexico, or a Caribbean, Central American, or South American country. 

2. Comparison Rate. The Comparison Rate must be found prior to booking or within 24 hours of booking a cruise with Interval Travel. The 

Comparison Rate must be available to the general public and priced in United States dollars. The Comparison Rate must be for the same ship, 

itinerary, sailing date, occupancy, deck, and cabin category. You must meet all requirements imposed on the Comparison Rate, if any, including, 

without limitation, residency, regional and age-related requirements. The Best Price Guarantee applies only to the cruise fare, including port 

charges. Taxes and fees are not included. Additional items such as air or land components, insurance, shipboard credits, transfers, pre- or post-

cruise hotel stays, onboard amenities, gift cards/certificates, cash back, and shore excursions and/or dollars off are not eligible.

3.    Ineligible rates. Comparison Rates that fit any of the following descriptions are not eligible for Best Price Guarantee: 

 •  Rates that are not available to the general public, including but not limited to, corporate discounts or rates, group or membership rates, 

consolidator or charter rates, rewards program rates, incentives, meeting or convention rates, interline rates, past guest only rates, or rates 

available only by using a coupon or promotional code. 

 •  Discount rates offered only to select members of groups or individuals who meet previously-specified criteria such as, but not limited to, AAA 

members, seniors, or government employees. 

 • Package rates that include the cruise and other components such as, but not limited to, travel, hotel, and car rental.

 • Rates from auctions, auction Web sites, bulletin boards, or exchanges. 

 • Rates available from websites where one calls to get the rate or where the cruise line is unknown until after purchase.

 • Pre-paid rates that involve a voucher or other form of pre-paid certificate (including electronic vouchers and certificates). 

 • Bookings made within the penalty period of a sailing. 

4. Claim filing. Claims must be filed by calling Interval Travel. Members who reside in the United States, Canada, or a Caribbean country should 

call 800.965.0029, and members who reside in Mexico, Central America, or South America should call 305.668.3407. 

The Comparison Rate must be available at the time the claim is called in either on IntervalWorld.com or a website based in the United States that 

is accessible to the general public. You must provide the website link to the Interval Travel agent for claim review and verification. Screenshots or 

other purported evidence of a Comparison Rate will not be accepted. 

5. Claim processing. The Interval Travel agent will review the Comparison Rate for eligibility under the Best Price Guarantee Terms and 

Conditions. If a claim is approved prior to booking your cruise with Interval Travel, Interval Travel will match the Comparison Rate. If the 

Comparison Rate is provided within 24 hours of booking your cruise with Interval Travel, Interval Travel will discount your balance to match 

that rate, or Interval Travel will refund the difference if you have already paid in full. If a refund is provided and you paid with a credit card, you 

will receive a credit back on that card. Please allow two to three payment cycles for the credit to appear on your account. If you paid by check, 

you will receive a check via U.S. mail. Please allow two to three weeks processing and mailing time.

6. Other Terms. Best Price Guarantee is void where prohibited by law. Purchase of Cruises and use of the Best Price Guarantee program are 

subject to the current Terms and Conditions of Individual Membership and Exchange. Only one claim will be processed per cruise, but it may 

cover all passengers/cabins booked at the same time. All decisions by Interval Travel on claims filed are final. 

7. Changes. Interval Travel reserves the right in its sole discretion to modify or discontinue the Best Price Guarantee or to restrict its availability 

to any person, at any time, for any or no reason, without prior notice or liability. The terms that are in effect at the time of the applicable cruise 

booking will determine your eligibility under the Best Price Guarantee. No change in the Best Price Guarantee will affect any claims already filed 

or refund that has already been issued. The failure by Interval Travel to enforce any provision of these Terms and Conditions shall not constitute a 

waiver of that provision.


